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NEWSLETTER
For PaRents, Carers and THE LOCAL community

Aspire Academy’s summer school sparked excitement for participants, who enjoyed a wide range of outdoor activities and visits

WELCOME
Dear Parent/Carer,
Welcome back to the start of the new school year 2021-22. What a pleasure it has been
to see children and young people back in school after the summer holiday and to see our
schools operating normally again. I would like to take this opportunity to welcome families
who are new to our trust. We hope your children are settling well into their new school
and we look forward to working with you. We welcome Rob Pearsall who joins us as the
new principal for Wellsway School and Executive Principal for IKB Academy. Rob joins
us from Plymstock School in Devon and brings with him a wealth of school leadership
experience. We are also very pleased to welcome all the new members of staff who are
joining our schools and trust this term.
The start of this school year sees the much anticipated launch of our new trust name
– Futura Learning Partnership. The launch was delayed due to the pandemic but we are
delighted that the change has now been made and our family of schools has a new name and
set of shared values that unites us.
This term we are focusing on promoting the launch of Futura Learning Partnership with the
aim of ensuring that everyone feels part of it. This is no mean feat across an organisation now
encompassing thirteen schools with nearly 800 members of staff and 6000 pupils - and their
parents and carers. Each school is organising a range of activities, including assemblies about
the trust values and creative arts events. We will be holding an official launch ceremony in each
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school towards the end of term 1, which will include a performance piece from pupils and the planting of a tree. In primary schools the
ceremony will also involve burying a time capsule, to be opened in twenty years’ time. The capsule will contain each child’s hopes and
aspirations for the future and information about their school in 2021 that they want the pupils in 2041 to know about. Hopefully these
activities will help staff to raise the profile of the launch with pupils in their classrooms and help them to understand the trust that they
are a part of. We have produced a launch video for parents that explains the change.
Alongside the launch of Futura Learning Partnership, this term also sees the launch of
“It helped that I had met
Futura Sixth, the new name for our collaborative post 16 provision. Futura Sixth aims to
some of my teachers
enhance the work of each school’s sixth form through providing students with access to a
wider range of courses and enrichment activities across the trust. It has got off to a great
already.”
start with an induction day on the Wellsway campus that included an amazing array of
Daniel, Bedminster Down
bouncy castles. Certainly not for the faint hearted!
Over the summer holiday, our premises and IT teams have been hard at work on site
School
improvements and getting everything ready for the launch of our new trust name. The
summer holiday is always a particularly busy time for them but this year they have had the added task of changing everything over to
Futura Learning Partnership. Both teams have done an amazing job and many thanks indeed to them.
We also start the school year with a new Education Secretary, Nadhim Zahawi, who we welcome to the role. I would like to share
with you part of an open letter he wrote to education and care professionals upon taking up office. It has such strong resonance for us
and touches upon all the issues that are so important for us as an academy trust:
“With your help, we are going to invest in and keep strengthening our nurseries and schools, the foundation stone of everyone’s
opportunities in life.
“With your help, and with employers, we are going to make changes to post-16 education and training, and maintain our world-class
higher education system, which will transform individual life-chances, but also power our economy and make us ever more prosperous.
“With your help, we are going to transform the lives of the most vulnerable and disadvantaged, including those with special
educational needs and disabilities and in care, and ensure that those who have lost the most from the pandemic can recover and
flourish, and that prosperity benefits all”.
As we emerge slowly from the pandemic, we know there is much to address as a country to ensure that our children and young
people get the world class education they need and deserve. At Futura Learning Partnership we are focused relentlessly on ensuring
this is case for our children and young people and we look forward to working in partnership with you, our parents and carers, to
achieve this.
Here’s to a really positive 2021/22! Good luck for the year ahead.
Best wishes,
Andrea Arlidge Chief Executive
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summer schools prove a super success
This summer more than 100 children took
part in exciting summer school activities
at four of our schools: Aspire, Bedminster
Down, SBL and Wellsway.
Bedminster Down School ran two weeks
of sessions for 30 students each. The first
was stretch and challenge and included
analysing song lyrics and urban art creation
while the second focused on helping ease
the transition to a new school for vulnerable
students
Fifty two children took part in the SBL
Academy summer school where, alongside
maths and English, activities included
putting up tents, baking cakes and stopmotion animation. One participant said: “It
has really helped me be more confident
about starting in September, I can’t wait
now!
Children at Wellsway School got involved
in a huge range of activities such as
creating poems and choreographing drama
performances as well as many sports and
games.
The youngsters taking part at Aspire
Academy could not use the school site
because of building work but covered
subjects such as Geology, Ecology and
Marine Biology through exploration visits
to Jurassic coastlines in Wales, ancient
woodlands in Somerset and inshore and
offshore marine environments around the
Bristol Channel. Some of them learned
bicycle maintenance for mountain bike
trails at Leigh Woods and Ashton Court
as well as dealing with a few technical
issues whilst out on the trails. One group of
students went camping in Cornwall where
they took part in harbour crabbing, visiting
the national marine aquarium, exploring
Outdoor adventures at Aspire’s summer school
the maritime history of Plymouth, offshore
mackerel fishing, hiking (including a night
walk) and rounded it all off with attending the national fireworks
championships.
“I was really nervous before starting
The summer schools were a wonderful success and really
Summer School because I’m quite
helped young people prepare for the transition to secondary
shy, but I made lots of new friends
education. We are extremely grateful to the staff who gave up
which helped me to feel more
their time to run these sessions and thanks and congratulations
to the colleagues who led them: Alex Carmichael (Aspire), Jon
confident about secondary school.”
Van Eker (Bedminster Down), Guy Jones (SBL), Steve Ive
Ava, Bedminster Down School
(Wellsway).
Andrea Arlidge
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NEWS from the trust
zest works with volunteers to
tackle holiday hunger
Covid-19 brought many challenges to
pupils and families across all our schools.
Food insecurity has grown, and more
and more families have been accessing
food banks in and around our school
communities.
Our catering company Zest have been
in a privileged position to be able to
support some of the families by providing
food parcels and packages.
We were honoured to have been
asked again to partner with Feeding
Bristol and FareShare Southwest

supporting healthy holiday projects cross
Bristol.
The key aims of the project were
to provide holistic support to children
and their families in need throughout
the summer holidays, and to alleviate
household pressures that contribute to
food insecurity.
Even with the challenges of Covid-19
we were able to coordinate and provide
over 17,000 packed lunches from SBL
during the 6 weeks of the summer

holidays.
Over 1000 hours of time was donated
by volunteers helping to prepare, package
and deliver to clubs around the city using
17,237kg of donated food!
Huge thanks to the fantastic Zest team
members who went above and beyond
again this summer helping to provide this
huge project: Bev Smith, Lynne Portlock,
Hannah Whittaker, Natasha Arthur,
Sarah Temple, Sharon Bond, Dena Dunn
and Tracey Kemery.

surplus furniture put to good use
Did you know that 22 million pieces of furniture are discarded each
year in the UK?
When the Bath Studio School closed the Trust collaborated with an
organisation called Collecteco which donates unwanted furniture to
schools, the NHS and other not for profit organisations.
Once our own schools had taken what they wanted, the rest of the
school’s furniture – 137 items –was donated to Collecteco, resulting
in the equivalent of a £22,340 donation to the community and
potentially up to 6,654kg of emissions of CO2 avoided.

estates team gives schools
aTHE
bright
new
look
DOING
RIGHT
DOING THE
RIGHT THING
THING

The Futura Estates team were busy over the Summer holiday making some significant improvements to our schools. Lots of decoration was carried
out at several schools, with perhaps the greatest transformation at Cheddar Grove Primary. New doors were fitted, floors laid, windows painted,
fences and railings replaced, and the outside reception year area at St John’s CofE Primary was given a lovely facelift.

IN
IN PARTNERSHIP
PARTNERSHIP
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sixth form Open Evenings
Following such a successful recruitment and enrolment of students into our newly
branded Sixth Form, we have seen student numbers rocket by nearly 30%. It’s clear that
Futura Sixth is the progression pathway for our Year 11 students within partnership.
Our inclusive nature has allowed us to create study programmes that will support our
students through to the next phase of their education. The bridging year allows for
students that have not quite met the entry requirements for Sixth Form to experience a
transition year and prepare them for their next phase whereas the Futures Programme stretches and supports our most able to realise
their full potential.
Please come along and see what we have to offer on:

• IKB Academy, Thursday 30th September, 6.00pm to 8.00pm
• Wellsway School, Thursday 7th October, 6.00pm to 8.00pm
• SBL Academy, Thursday 14th October, bookable sessions at 5pm, 6pm, 7pm
We will be working with Year 11 students in all our secondary schools to support applications into Futura Sixth via Insight, over the
coming few months.

High aspirations

Futura Sixth students
were fortunate enough
to team up with Ralph
Allen students and
visit Trinity College at
Cambridge University.
Having just launched our
Futures Programme to
year 12, we will be preparing record numbers of students at all three
home centres, Wellsway School, SBL Acdadmey and IKB Academy
for Oxbridge, Medicine and the most competitive university places. A
big thanks to Maggie Millard for support students on the trip.

who knew sixth form would be so much fun?
Students returning to school in Sixth Form, at the Wellsway and
IKB campus were encouraged to mix with their peers and enjoy
some fun time. It’s been a long couple of years battling the effects
of Covid and it was such a pleasure to see young people enjoying
themselves again. It is an important aspect of school that we
expose students to the wider curriculum alongside striving for

excellent results. This is what prepares them for the future, it is
this bag of cultural capital that we endeavour to fill that will help
them make memories and become socially mobile as they move
into adulthood.
Danny Wilkinson, Trust Director of Post 16

Futura Sixth social media accounts
Futura Sixth has launched a suite of
social media accounts for you to follow
the experiences of our students and
to be kept informed with the latest
information. Please search for ‘Futura
Sixth’ on the following social media
platforms.
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All Futura Sixth students
can join the fantasy
football league.
See your tutors for the
league code. Lots of prizes
available.
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Open Events

Our secondary schools have held successful open evenings for Year 6 students this month and many of them are following
up with schools tours and visits during the day. Remember that applications for places in Year 7 for 2022 must be
submitted to your local authority by October 31. Next it will be the turn of our primary schools, many of whom - Covid
permitting - will be inviting families in to see what they have to offer for their children.

SCHOOLS’ OPEN EVENTS INFORMATION
SCHOOL

OPEN DAYS

Bedminster Down School

Saturday 2nd October – 10:00 – 12:00

Chandag Infants School

Monday 27th September 09:15
Tuesday 28th September 09:15

Saltford CofE Primary School

Friday 24th September 13:30 – 14:30

SBL Academy

October 4h, 5h, 6h, 7h (timed appointments only)

St John’s CofE Primary School

Thursday 30th September 11:00
Thursday 14th October 11:00
Monday 8th November 11:00
Tuesday 16th November 11:00

The Meadows Primary School

Wednesday 29th September 09:30
Wednesday 29th September 13:30
Friday 1st October 15:45 – 16:45 (play afternoon)
Monday 4th October 15:30
Wednesday 6th October 09:30
Tuesday 12th October 09:30

Two Rivers CofE Primary School

Tuesday 12th October 17:30 – 18:30

Wellsway School

Tuesday 28th September 09:05 – 10:45
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resilience and perseverance pays off
Former students of our schools are off to school and college
this month after achieving some excellent grades in their
A-levels and GCSEs in spite of the interruptions caused by the
Covid pandemic.
Our staff were delighted to celebrate with the children this
summer.
At Wellsway, vice principal Dave Cooper said: “We are
extremely proud of our Year 13 students and the way they
have tackled the challenges they faced over the last two years.
They have consistently shown that they are adaptive and
resilient and all Wellsway students should be proud of all of
their achievements throughout their time in sixth form.
IKB Academy was thrilled with the success of its A-level
candidates in STEM subjects. Principal Debbie Gibbs said:
“Results day is always one of the most enjoyable days of the
school year and we were delighted to see so many students
and their families celebrating their A-level and Btec results
with staff.
Our students have shown resilience and determination
managing the challenges that have faced them and they fully
deserve the fantastic results they collected.
SBL Academy saw students taking up offers from

competitive universities including Bristol, Bath, Cardiff,
Edinburgh and Southampton while others received outstanding
apprenticeship offers from the Ministry of Defence and Rolls
Royce.
Principal Dean Anderson said: “We are also very proud that
our students have chosen to pursue pathways that will make a
fantastic contribution to society in future, such as Aeronautics
& Astronautics, Biomedical Sciences, Cancer Biology and
Immunobiology, Chemical Engineering, Economics, Education,
Law, Politics and Psychology.
All three schools and Bedminster Down School were
pleased that the the hard work of students and the excellent
support provided by staff and families was rewarded with some
excellent GCSE results in 2021.
All schools reported successes, including high-fliers with
strings of A* grades, students who had made strong progress
and exceeded their personal targets, and others who had
triumphed despite the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic.
We wish the many students who have returned to join
Futura Sixth and all the others pursuing other education,
apprenticeship, training or employment routes, every success
in the future.

Congratulations to Kaishu, BMX national champioN
Kaishu, a student in Year 9 at Wellsway School, became a British BMX
Champion in his Age 13-14 Cruiser category, and British No.6 in 20” category
at The British Championship, the biggest BMX event of the year in Leicester
at the end of August. Kaishu belongs to Bath BMX, and also qualified for the
World Championship in France 2022 along with his younger brother.
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what a great reception!
Our Futura ‘family’ has hundreds of new members this month
with the arrival of the reception class intake in our primary
schools.
By all accounts, the children have settled in brilliantly and are
already making great progress in their learning. Their teachers
and support staff are getting to know their personalities and
helping them make the best possible start. They are also getting
to grips with changes to the EYFS framework and baseline
assessment!
At The Meadows Primary, Poppy Class has welcomed ‘21
incredible little individuals’ and the school is proud of all they have
achieved so far.
The reception class at Wansdyke Primary has chosen some
class rules and has begun learning numbers and sounds. The
class has reading The Gruffalo and has been on a Gruffalo
walk and created a story map. Children are making puppets to
perform the story. “We are having so much fun and cannot wait
to have more adventures together,” they said.
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Saltford Primary reports a brilliant start to term for the
Bumblebees and Butterflies. “The children are settling well into
their routines, exploring the wonderful outdoor resources and
getting to know each other. Already, they have been writing,
drawing, painting and making rockets to support their counting in
maths. They are certainly ready to Blast Off!”
Cheddar Grove Primary said: “We are really proud of our new
nursery and reception starters who are settling in very well at
Cheddar Grove. Reception children have been making fresh bread
which tasted absolutely delicious.”
St John’s Primary said: “The Reception children at St John’s
have had an amazing start to their life at school!! They have all
settled in brilliantly and have loved exploring our new covered
area.”
Two Rivers Primary said: “The reception children in Butterfly
class at Two Rivers have made a great start to school life and
learning by doing puzzles, looking at books and practising fine
motor skills with Lego.”
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schools round-up

Art inspiration
A highlight for Year 2 pupils at Chandag Infant School
has been meeting Bath-based artist Ben Hughes, a selftaught landscape and portrait artist who mainly uses
oil paints as his media. The children loved asking him
questions and getting a virtual tour around his studio!
Ben said that it made his day to see the work that the
children produced as a result of his meeting with them.
Thanks to Mrs Sears (our resident artist!) who helped
all year groups with their crafts – not only explaining
them fantastically but also resourcing them. Also, thanks
to the PTA who contributed £150 towards the cost
of resources and made this week an experience the
children won’t forget!

rejoice! we’re so glad to be singing in church once again
With restrictions lifted St John’s CofE
Primary children were invited to St John’s
Church to celebrate the traditional start
of year service and Year 3 receiving their
bibles, with parents in attendance. The
children were all very well behaved, and it
was such a joy to hear the church filled the
voices of children singing again!

Constructive start

Vocational subjects in construction, hair and beauty and land
studies have started at Aspire.
Students have chosen the subjects they wish to study
over the coming years and despite the build work being
incomplete have started perfecting the skills they hope to use
in the future.
Students learnt how to lay bricks in the best way through
modelling whilst others practiced manicure techniques
after a visit to a local salon. It gave us all an exciting insight
into what we will be able to achieve once our expansion is
complete.
Building work continues at Aspire and we are seeing
some amazing progress. In the coming months the facilities
for the new vocational subjects will be complete including a
construction centre, hair and beauty salon and new science
room.
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schools round-up

Mural is a Visual reminder of Saltford School’s values
Saltford School is delighted with its new “chat wall” mural, which brightens up the infant corridor and reminds us all of our school
values every time we walk past.
Headteacher Dawn Sage said: “We feel the mural encapsulates everything we stand for at Saltford, and our values of kindness,
respect and honesty have certainly supported us all through recent times of uncertainty and change.“
Every child in the school sent in a drawing with their ideas for the artist, Reverend Andy Cope, to incorporate into the mural. The
school thanks St Mary’s Church, who funded and co-ordinated the project, and Emma King, Foundation Governor, who showed huge
commitment in helping the project to such a fantastic outcome.
The school was able to invite a few guests into school at the beginning of the year for an official cutting of the ribbon and piece of
celebratory cake.

national attendance accolade for sbl
We were pleased to see SBL Academy mentioned this week as being one of the
top 25 most improved schools in England in terms of student attendance. This
improvement has come about as a result of fantastic support from our parents and
carers, determination from our students and through the daily diligence and care
shown by our staff.
Whilst we believe that we have very strong systems for monitoring attendance,
recognising good attendance and tackling poor attendance we also know that the
main reason for this improvement is due to the whole school improvements that
we have put into place to ensure that students have an enjoyable and rewarding
education at SBL Academy. At the heart of this development has been our work
to ensure that we have a strong school ethos where students feel safe, happy and
secure, personal standards are high, students are challenged and that individual
needs are cared for.
In particular, the most pleasing feedback we have received in terms of
attendance data is in respect of our more vulnerable learners. We have noted
that, for this group of students, attendance rates have been consistently strong and
that our school has regularly been placed at the top of local authority performance
tables for this group of students.
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magic of masks

Year 7 Tutor groups at SBL Academy
have been preparing their displays of ‘Me
Masks’ – part of the Transition Curriculum
that students undertook during Term 6
and over the summer break. Prizes will
be awarded for the winning class displays
and winning individual masks.

